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1. Write the correct word. Use TOO or ENOUGH.

1. Look at her jeans. 5. Brian doesn´t study __________. 
They aren´t big __________ for her. He is __________ tired.
They are __________ tight.

2. My new haircut looks __________ old-fashioned, 6. Toby can´t play basketball. 
it isn´t modern __________. He is __________ lazy.

3. Lucy didn´t win the race because 7. Joe can´t lift the piano because 
she was __________ slow. he isn´t strong __________.

4. His car is __________ old to be safe and 8. You can´t put your feet on the sofa 
he isn´t careful __________ about that. with your shoes on. 

They are __________dirty.   

_____ / 12

2. Complete all these sentences. Choose and circle the correct answer. 

1. The test IS / AM / ARE prepared by the teacher.

2. Water cans IS / AM / ARE carried by the attendants.

3. The licence IS / AM / ARE checked by the police.

4. My cars IS / AM / ARE repaired by the mechanic.

5. The programs IS / AM/ ARE installed in my computer.

6. The hotel bills IS / AM / ARE paid by my uncle.

7. The building IS / AM / ARE painted by the painter.

8. Water IS / AM / ARE boiled on the stove by my sister.

9. The boxes IS / AM / ARE loaded by the workers.

10. I IS / AM / ARE invited by my friend for his party.

_____ / 10
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3. Choose and circle the correct adjective.

1. Adam´s dog can do ___ things. 6. I am ___. We are going on holiday.

A. amazed B. amazing A. exciting B. excited

2. I am ___. There is nothing on TV. 7. What do you find ___?

A. boring B. bored A. amusing B. amused

3. The book is very ___. 8. I was so ___ when I opened my 

Do you want to read it? present.

A. interesting B. interested A. surprising B. surprised

4. You look very ___. Are you OK? 9. I feel so ___ after going to sauna.

A. tiring B. tired A. relaxing B. relaxed

5. Yes, I had a very ___ day. 10. Studying adjectives is so ___.

A. tired B. tiring A. confused B. confusing

_____ / 10

4. Choose and colour the box with the correct relative pronoun.

1. The actress ___ I saw in the bookshop wants to visit our school.      

2. This is the new car ___ broke down yesterday on the motorway.

3. We liked the visitor ___ told us about science.

4. Lucy read a book ___ was about history.

5. That´s my brother ___ has big green eyes.

6. I go to school by bus ___ I hate.

7. The bin is full of rubbish ___ smells awful.

_____ / 7
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5. Complete the interview with a film producer. Put a tick  to the correct answer.

Interviewer: When 1. ___ you ___ a film producer?

Film Producer: I 2. ___ my first job in 2000. 

I 3. ___ a film producer for more than 22 years. 

Interviewer: Why 4. ___ you ___ to become a film producer?

Film Producer: Well, I always 5. ___ films when I was young. I am good with money and schedules.

So one day, I 6. ___ to try producing.

Interviewer: How many films 7. ___ you ___ ?

Film Producer: I 8. ___ just ___ my eighth film.

Interviewer: 9. ___ you ___ a lot of famous film stars?

Film Producer: Yes, I 10. ___. I 11. ___ with some very famous people.

1. A. did… become _____ B. did… became _____ C. have… become _____
2. A. get _____ B. have got _____ C. got _____
3. A. have be _____ B. have been _____ C. was _____
4. A. have… decide _____ B. has… decide _____ C. did… decide _____
5. A. loves _____ B. loved _____ C. did loved _____
6. A. decide _____ B. decided _____ C. have decide _____
7. A. have…produced _____ B. did… produce _____ C. did… produced _____
8. A. have… completed _____ B. has… completed _____ C. did… complete _____
9. A. did… you _____ B. have… met _____ C. have… meet _____
10. A. had _____ B. did _____ C. have _____
11. A. have worked _____ B. worked _____ C. did work _____

  
_____ / 11

6. Complete the sentences. Use WHEN or WHILE.
1. The students were doing an exercise _____________ the bell rang.

2. I saw an accident  _____________ I was waiting at the bus stop.

3. _____________ she was writing an email, her computer turned off.

4. He fell down _____________ he was climbing a tree.

5. _____________ my mom came home, my sister was sleeping.

6. We found some old pictures _____________ we were tidying our house.

7. _____________ you called me last night, I was studying for the test.

8. I had a bad dream  _____________ I was sleeping on the sofa.

9. _____________ the fire alarm went off, we were listening to music. _____ / 9
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7. Match the pictures with the words.

1. 2. 3. 

4. 5. 6. A. high- heeled

B. flat

C. baggy

D. short- sleeved

E. long- sleeved

F. flared

1. _______ 2. _______ 3. _______ 4. _______ 5. _______ 6.  _______

_____ / 6

8. Choose the correct question tag and then circle the correct answer.
1. James is English, ___ ?

A. does he B. is he C. isn´t he D. doesn´t he

2. We can go to the amusement park with you,  ___ ?

A. can´t we B. don´t we C. can we D. aren´t we

3. He never goes to bed before 10 o´clock,  ___ ?

A. isn´t he B. is he C. doesn´t he D. does he

4. You are going to clean my bedroom for me, ___ ?

A. are you B. aren´t you C. do you D. don´t you

5. I met you yesterday, ___ ?

A. do I B. am I C. did I D. didn´t I

6. You won´t do that, ___ ?

A. won´t you B. did you C. will you D. do you

7. George doesn´t drink tea, ___ ?

A. does he B. will he C. do he D. don´t he _____ / 7
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9. Read the text. And then choose and circle the correct word.

AUSTRALIA
Australia is the biggest island in the world. A lot of people in Australia live by the coast. 

They like surfing and going to the beach. Australians speak English. 

They sometimes call their country “ Oz”.

The biggest city in Australia is Sydney. There is a big bridge in Sydney. 

It is called Sydney Harbour Bridge. You can climb it. There are lots of mountains in Australia.

The highest mountain is Mount Kosciuszko. You can ski there in winter. 

There are lots of deserts and Australians call the desert “the outback”. It is a very dry country. 

The Great Victoria Desert is the biggest desert in Australia. Australia has got lots of special animals. 

Kangaroos can jump three metres, koalas live in trees, the emu is a very big bird. There are also crocodiles 

and snakes. They are very dangerous.

1. A lot of people in Australia live by the coast / desert.

2. Australia is the biggest island / country in the world. 

3. The highest waterfall / mountain in Australia is Mount Kosciuszko.

4. The biggest lake / desert is the Great Victoria.

5. Koalas and tigers / kangaroos are Australian animals.

6. Sydney is Australia´s biggest /smallest city. _____ / 6

10.Choose the correct word FOR or SINCE and write it in the box.

1. She has lived in London                  five years.

2. Nick has known Tom                                          he moved to London.

3. Mrs Harris has been a teacher                                          twelve years.

4. Olivia has lived in Paris                                           1998.

5. You haven´t played the piano                                          several weeks.

6. I haven´t seen Emma                                          last week.

_____ / 6
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11. Choose the correct reply and write A. or B. on the line.

1. Linda has got a new digital camera. _______

2. Alice always follows her parents´ advice. _______

3. She doesn´t like comedies. _______

4. My brother came home late. _______

5. Some pupils weren´t ready for the class. _______

6. Kate is not afraid of dogs. _______

7. The girls will come home late.  _______

_____ / 7

12. Is it ACTIVE VOICE or PASSIVE VOICE? Write A for ACTIVE and P for PASSIVE.
1. She didn´t win the prize. _______

2. This church was built in 1810. _______

3. I washed my car three weeks ago. _______

4. Vincent Van Gogh painted The Potato Eater. _______

5. Alan teaches English in Japan. _______

6. She is cooking and listening to music. _______

7. She sang a song. _______

8. The movie is being made in Hollywood. _______

9. His hair was cut by a professional. _______

_____ / 9

A. So have I.

A. So am I.

B. I have.

B. So do I.

A. Neither do we.

B. Neither was 
she.

B. Neither will 
Mary.

B. So do we.

B. So did my sister.A. So do I.

A. So did she.

B. Neither are 
they.

A. So are they.

A. So will Mary.
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